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Stearns County Case Study
Government agency optimizes spend management
with Emburse
Stearns County’s journey toward spend optimization started with
a paper-based system that required extensive manual input. After
some time, they upgraded to a SharePoint-based solution, which
automated some processes and provided basic spend control. Yet
it still required manual AP work and posed significant limitations
in policy automation and reporting. Recognizing an opportunity
for improvement, Stearns County issued an RFP with ease of use,
analytics, and efficiency top-of-mind. They selected Emburse’s
enterprise expense solution, Emburse Chrome River, to take spend
management to the next level.
Joe Greshowak, Accounting Supervisor at Stearns County, was
impressed with Emburse’s ability to support their unique requirements.
“As a government agency, we are highly regulated and have a lot of
complex requirements around mileage reimbursement, per diem rates
based on GSA, union policies, and IRS codes. Emburse was able to
configure the solution to meet our needs.”
Prior to Emburse, AP spent 40 hours per week manually reviewing
expense reports and auditing every line item. Since implementing,
they’ve cut this time by more than half. Custom-built rules
automatically enforce compliance and mitigate risk, resulting in
greater spend control.
Users have also benefited. In an employee survey, the majority of
participants rated their new Emburse expense solution as better and
easier to use than the prior solution. Mobile features make submitting
expense reports quick and easy, and managers can approve directly
via email resulting in faster reimbursements.
CHALLENGES

RESULTS

• Manual expense audit

• 50%+ reduction in expense
report processing time

• Inadequate reporting with
limited insights
• Not mobile-friendly, poor
user experience
• Unable to support
government policies

• Mobile features result in
faster reimbursement
• Configured system to
address unique requirements
• Increased spend controls
and reduced risk

Serving 150,000+ residents,
Stearns County’s mission is
to provide exceptional public
services that ensure a vibrant
county, including maintaining
infrastructure, ensuring
public health and safety, and
protecting the environment.
Industry: Government
Employees: 1,000
Customer Since: 2020
Products: Emburse Chrome River

Emburse configured
the solution to
address our specific
requirements,
including complex
government per
diem and mileage
reimbursement
policies. Compliance is
automatically enforced
with built-in rules, and
the time AP spends
processing expenses
has been cut by more
than half.
JOE GRESHOWAK
Accounting Supervisor
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Stearns County’s spend optimization journey

The Emburse Spend Optimization Model outlines a four-stage path
to optimal spend management.

AD HOC

A huge upside of
selecting Emburse is
that they offer a suite
of spend management
tools, so as we advance
as an organization we
can easily add more
Emburse solutions to
help support our digital
transformation.
JOE GRESHOWAK
Accounting Supervisor

Initially, Stearns County used a paper-based expense
management system built-in Excel. The system lacked spend
visibility, and laborious manual processes stunted productivity.
MANAGED

Switching to a SharePoint-based solution provided basic
automation but still required some manual input. While
operational costs improved, the system could not support
Stearns County’s unique reimbursement policies or reporting
needs, and the lack of mobile capabilities contributed to
a poor user experience.
ACCELERATED

Since upgrading to Emburse’s enterprise expense solution,
Emburse Chrome River, Stearns County has achieved significant
improvements, now operating with greater spend visibility,
control, and data insights. Custom configurations automatically
enforced compliance, which reduced expense report processing
time by 50%+. Employees are reimbursed faster and report
higher satisfaction.
OPTIMIZED

When asked what’s next, Greshowak said, “The great thing
about partnering with Emburse is that they’re more than just
an expense tool—they offer a full stack of solutions to support
our spend management journey, from expenses and invoices
to purchase orders and P-Cards, all within a centralized platform.”
As they move toward the Optimized stage of the model, Stearns
County will consider adding Emburse AP and Emburse Pay
solutions, as well as utilizing Emburse Analytics to drive
business decisions more strategically.
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About Emburse
Emburse offers a suite of
award-winning expense and
AP automation solutions.
Emburse humanizes work by
empowering business travelers,
finance professionals, and CFOs
to eliminate manual, timeconsuming tasks so they can
focus on what matters most.

